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are

well trained combat forces

necessarily

designed for fighting, but not
requiring great restraint.

the best suited ~t`or actions

Introduction of these forces _provedthe point.
Inappropriate media
actions notwithstanding, forces could have been brought into the
area-in a manner more befitting a relief operation.
In this case,
forces from other- countries were already in' place in' Somalia and
could have provided security for the arrival of the American troops.
In fact, U.S. aircraft had brought those troops directly into the airport
at

Mogadishu.
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For circumstances in which such protection might not be provided,
other means could be used unilaterallyf For instance,
selected
special operations forces could have been placed into the area under
civilian cover and both provided immediate intelligence and, if
necessary, neutralized any threat, quietly and efficiently.
Larger
units 'could then have been flown _directly into the airport or arrived
by .boats and disembarked without the dramatic fanfare.
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Instead, in Somalia thedecision
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was made for a seaborne assault
with marines in full combat gear who were. greeted by the press and
non-hostile onlookers.
The young, generally inexperienced troops
responded as they had been trained, assuming personal threat and
applying ffor force. As might be ezrpectedthis needlessly irritated the
press, and alienated some _of the Somali population; Additionally,
they gave credence .to the claimsthis was in reality a military
invasion, not a humanitarian- effort.
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Emphasis on rnilitary support for hurnauitarian efforts, and other
IQW~6¥ldr~0f° conflict missions, may be counter-intuitive to some
military personnel. The culture of 'the post-Vietnam military has
strongly emphasized winning battles and not being' employed
..

..

without clear objectives and a_ national
will to defeat the enemy. As
national defense policy this makes sense to most military leaders
who, _based on tl1eir`_Vietnam experiences, vowed never again to
_

become embroiled in a
ability to win .and win
situations that

are

conflict without being
decisively. However,

highly likely,

afforded the political
there are many potential

that demand both response and
'

restraint.
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Suggested, therefore; is the establishment of a unit which has the
primary missionof deploying to areas of tension for the purpose
protectingdives. In addition to 'humanitarian and peacekeeping/
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acceptable, dart
Thereis

altvays

incapacitating- agents

guns with
somerisit of

unintentional

might

be

employed.

death with such agents.

This unit may have systems that can degrade electrical generation
and distribution. _These could' be- 'used to deny electrical- power to
designated areas and would allow U.S. tbrces to control visibility at
with
night. Additionally, these might be used in combination
to
inhibit
daytime use of -multispectral smoke generators designed
observation. These smokes could be tailored with "windows" that
allow U.S..
systems to accurately observe the situation, and if

necessary,

optical
acquire

targets.
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Another set of weapons -in their inventory might include acoustic
to keep crowds at bay.
systems designed to disrupt threat forces or
High acoustic levels make both point and area denial systems
feasible. »At lower levels, annoying sound might be employed as a
to keep the general population from gathering and

distraction

becoming

a

threat.

potential
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There should be a strong tie to psychological operations (psyops)
elements. It is conceivable that there would be a psyops element
integral tothe unit. If not, there should be formal relationships
established and interactions with existing psyops 'units on a
continuous basis. The need for employment of psyops in these
From anequiprnent perspective, they could be
is obvious.

operations
provided with

systems that allow them to capture the
comrnerciai radio frequencies and broadcast so' that only the message
we want isavnilable tothe threatpublic.
new

be part of, or have established relations with,
currently established special operations forces; Those elements
would provide capabilities beyond 'the scope of the unit described..
They might have the ability to incapacitate key threat capabilities
before or _during the' operation. For instance they might infiltrate the
This unit would either

_

such
country and attack the fuel systems that support key materiel

.as

aircraft _or armored vehicles.

the

Some

larger operations might

require

systems that could attack. the

strategic paralysis. For such operations, the
unique nonlethal units could play a supporting, _but important role.

infrastructure

Optical
used to

leading

-to

might be employed in several areas.
defeat sensors thus reducing the direct threat

munitions
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Another application

could be

activities either force people

specific individuals.

employment
to vacate an

to

disrupt' ongoing

area

or

assist in

capturing
i
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Other, more sensitive capabilities vvould also be included.
be covered in classified publications.

These may

'

firepower

should be included to
from attacking of
small
units
prevent

Sufficient lethal

snipers or
operations.

easily suppress
interfering with
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Consideration should be given to including a limited number of
powered, exoskeletal individual fighting units as envisioned in the
Los Alamos PITMAN' concept and the advanced version of the Soldier
Integrated Protective Ensemble (SIPE). Initially these will be
available in' limited numbers but could prove invaluable in many of
the operations short of war. They would appear to be invincible to
some adversaries' and could operate safely where troops with
conventional body armor would _still be at risk.
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task_ force should include air elements for intelligence gathering,
troop maneuvering, evacuation, psychological operations, command
The required 'air support
and control, and fire support if necessary.
would probably come from conventional units as task forces are
formed.
However, they should be `im/olved in 'extensive training
prior to- actual operations
The
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Intelligence will be a key factor. These units needs advanced
intelligence gathering and disseminating capability and should
tied

to

would

Small UAVs and other remote
"all-source" systems.
be needed to provided to provide real time data to

commanders.

be

sensors

.

the probable employment scenarios, transition of
operations and coordination with civil affairs elements 'should be_ an
integral part of planning. 'i"hi~s regiment should not be designed for
long-term missions or as occupation forces. Instead they should be
capable of employment on short notice to stabilize situations or
extract selected personnel.
Longer _missions should be turned over to
units designed for endurance."

Considering

In addition to the

developed.

capabilities described,

The thesis in

recommending

others would also be
a

designated regiment

is
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that it is better to

develop

and

equip a_special` unit than to have
made available to conventional
units as
an additional
responsibility. The training required to establish
proficiency would detract from' conventional "force
readiness, and be
insufficient for optimal
employment of unique systems.
equipment packages that

are

i

In summary, the world
today promises many potential situations
that deserve, or demand, the
application of force by the United
States. A large nuniberof those
situations, while posing threats to
our national interests, also
require great, restraint, thus limiting
response_ options. To increase the options available, it is
proposed a
unit of regimental size be
developed and equiped with special,
nonlethal weapons
in addition to

systerns

weapons.

limited conventional
_
_

